INTRODUCTION
As we discuss the proper place that the muon collider is liable to occupy i n t h e future of our eld, it behooves us to take note of the facts of life that will govern its progress in the years prior to any potential realization of this project. They can be summarized very succinctly in terms of the machines that we expect to give u s experimental data beyond our presently assured knowledge in the next decade or so.
LEP 200 and the Tevatron have y ears of operation ahead of them. TeV33 is likely to turn on in 2003. The LHC has been formally approved and will become operational in 2006. It is highly probable that some version of a TeV electron collider, which w e will generically call NLC in this text, will come online in about the year 2008. If we accept this premise, what do we need the muon collider for?
The standard list of advantages this machine is expected to o er in comparison with what has been realistically projected for electron colliders includes, above all, its potential energy reach. Next, the greater rest mass of the muon does away with most of the vexing radiative tail that oods detectors and smears out the center-of-mass energy de nition of electron-electron collisions. If planned cooling schemes can be successfully implemented, high luminosities should be attainable. That may not easily remain true if a good polarization de nition is demanded. But in principle, at least, the origin of the accelerated muons from weak hadron decay suggests the possibility of high degrees of polarization as well as the availability o f either positive or negative beams with identical characteristics.
In contrast to the much higher energies foreseen at hadron colliders, muon machines present the advantage of clean, point-like initial states where there is no need for a reconstruction of parton subenergies. The absence of partonic fellow travelers leads to a cleaner and simpler disentangling of nal states as well, making it easier to look for novel phenomena that will not have to be culled from massive amounts of detector hits and reconstruction ambiguities. This implies more promising chances of looking for the validity o f v arious conservation laws that are telling for novel phenomena. It also means that exotic quantum numbers can lead to key discoveries; and exotic quantum numbers are most tellingly provided by like-sign muon or electron collisions.
It is in this spirit that we will review a few physics processes that should, by their potential promise not equally well attainable in lepton antilepton collisions, argue in favor of a serious study of the inclusion of a like-sign option in the muon collider design.
POTENTIALLY IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE LIKE-SIGN OPTION
As we try to understand the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, the added energy reach of the muon collider well beyond the 1.5 TeV presently seen as a reasonable high-energy version of an NLC, will be important. It is well understood that, should there be no sign of an elementary Higgs boson up to 1 TeV, we expect the emergence of a new strong interaction of longitudinal W bosons 1 acting as Goldstone bosons: in this case, the like-sign collider version is uniquely poised to probe the I = 2 channel and its potential resonance structure in the energy regime that may elude the electron collider. An extended Higgs sector will similarly have to be investigated in a doubly charged mode 2 , where either W Wfusion or a hard-to-determine direct coupling H ++ ! + + will have t o b e i n voked. While we do not venture to prejudge the strength of this coupling, it clearly makes sense to presume it may w ell be considerably stronger for muon pairs than for electrons, so that the mass-or generation-dependent coupling adds a second reason to look forward to this investigation in the context of the muon collider again in its likesign ++ or, equivalently, ,, v ersion. We discussed these issues in Ref. 3 , where we also covered compositeness studies, anomalous gauge couplings, and generic new contact interactions. In the present study, I will mention those aspects of possible new physics where recent discussion has added novel aspects.
If high luminosities and clean experimentation can be assured, the muon collider in its like-sign version is assured to open new avenues. Many features of like-sign charged-lepton collisions have recently been investigated in the e , e , case; it is important to note that for electron electron colliders, the features of easy availability of high electron currents in well-de ned and easily inverted polarization states permits a decisive l o o k a t a n umber of the physics questions we are discussing here but the limitation to energies with present technology below 2 T eV, to the rst lepton generation only, and to highly polarized beams in one charge state only imposes constraints. By the same token, mutatis mutandis, the potential availability of second-generation charged leptons in two c harge states at higher energies, with the requisite higher luminosities, and with equal if uncertain polarization possibilities will decisively add to the physics reach of lepton colliders at the cutting edge of particle experimentation. Add to this the distinctive detection tool provided by high-transverse-momentum muons in the nal state, and an appropriately designed detector will clearly help us broaden the promise o ered by a w ell-de ned initial state with the quantum numbers shown in Table 1 , to a remarkable degree. This expectation is slightly damped by the fact that, to date, no gold-plated method has been found to procure, at the same time, good luminosities and high degrees of polarization 4 . Table 1 illustrates to what extent it is imperative that we o vercome this limitation: to cull novel, Beyond-the-Standard-Model features from the massive data densities expected, it will be very helpful if we can choose the relevant c hiral couplings of the incident m uons freely by means of selecting their helicities. Similarly, the conservation of weak I 3 and hypercharge can add signi cant constraints, as we will show below.
As column 2 of Table 1 implies, the selective couplings of left-handed righthanded negative positive muons to W , L W + R alone will permit us to eliminate many Standard-Model backgrounds if we come in with a polarized beam and can switch the polarization: left-handed incoming , , like electrons, will produce hightransverse-momentum interactions by means of W , exchange, right-handed ones will not. This permits, in the electron case, a quick c heck on whether some indication of a new e ect is actually due to such a background, by means of a polarization reversal. For muons, there is no way t o i n vert polarization quickly. It is therefore all the more important t o i n vestigate the chances of polarizing muon beams by a clever way of momentum selection prior to phase-space cooling. Columns 6,7 of the same table illustrate that all phenomena that can be traced by the conservation of weak isospin and hypercharge, particularly the identi cation of exotic representations, will pro t from the choice of these eigenvalues as they are available from the choice of helicities in the incoming beams.
THE HIGGS SECTOR
The discovery of either the basic SM Higgs scalar or the MSSM h 0 will likely not await the appearance of the muon collider; but it turns out that this machine, even in its high-energy version, will be most useful for detailed studies of the Higgs sector: central neutral Higgs production, studied by means of momentum analysis of both recoiling muons, is a powerful tool for resolving even invisibly" decaying Higgs bosons. The cross section saturates at p s 2:5m H 5 . Figure 1 illustrates the point w ell: the basic graph 1a shows ZZfusion, with known couplings; the resulting cross section, including an angular cut due to detector acceptance, is shown in 1c, and available signal-to-background ratios can be gleaned from the simulated examples given in Fig. 1d . This beats any Higgs detection possibility at a hadron collider, and is more stable over a broad parameter range than the standard NLC modes from e + e , ! ZH 0 . F or an inclusion of the CP-odd A 0 , the graph 1b has to be added. Also note that the Higgs factory version of the + , colliders 6 has much narrower focus. In the MSSM, as in other two-Higgs-doublet scenarios, there is an attractive w ay of looking for charged Higgs bosons by w ay o f H , H , or H + H + production via W Wfusion in the muon helicity combinations that assure the desired couplings, as in Fig. 2 7 . Similarly, more extended Higgs sectors may w ell contain triplets with tell-tale doubly charged scalar bosons that are liable to be produced at a good rate by the W Wfusion graph Fig. 3a with standard couplings and sizeable, calculable cross sections 3,8 . Note that a direct H ++ W + W + H ,, W , W , coupling may well pro t from the mass dependence of Higgs couplings; here, the like-sign muon collider has a clear advantage over the electron collider, irrespective of its energy edge. Here we also are helped decisively in our search b y the conservation of weak hypercharge: the H ,, H ++ tends to be present i n Y = 2 ,2 representations, available in only one , , + + helicity combination of the jini state.
Clearly, the muon collider in its like-sign incarnation can play a pivotal part in the unraveling of extended Higgs scenarios, which the hadron colliders will have a hard time cracking at all. 
SUPERSYMMETRY
Should Supersymmetry be Nature's choice for the breaking of Electroweak Symmetry, precision data on the slepton spectrum will likely be more accessible from like-sign lepton collisions than from any other collider: unlike i n e + e , + , interactions, where the emerging slepton pairs materialize in p waves, they produce s-wave nal-state con gurations. Figs. 4a and b give the basic production graphs of smuon pairs by neutralino exchange, which generate strongly polarizationdependent cross sections 9 Fig. 4c shows that for the e , e , case, fully analogous. The great advantage of this production method is the steep s-wave threshold rise of the cross section Fig. 4d that permits an optimal mass determination of the smuons; similarly, the subsequent decaỹ ! + neutralino then yields the chance of an equally impressive neutralino mass measurement 10 .
Among other SUSY measurements that are set to take advantage of the speci c features available at the same-sign muon collider are investigations of the spar- As a further point o f i n terest, we mention that these studies will complement parallel e orts at an electron collider; backgrounds are smaller, and much smaller indeed than in e + e , or + , collisions. But in this particular context, we d o n o t need high degrees of polarization. What we do need for a successful background estimate is a clean beam de nition and luminosity measurement.
EXOTICA: DILEPTONS
Among the various exotica that might spring from new kinematic and quantum number regimes to be explored, new gauge bosons with lepton number 2 and sharp mass de nition 12 belong to the more attractive n o velties, because they might w ell explain some of the underlying mysteries of the Standard Model, like the numberof elementary fermion generations Nature realizes. Such gauge bosons may w ell have generation-dependent couplings to leptons, and their distinctive I 3 = 1 =2 and weak hypercharge values make them a natural target for independent i n vestigations in the electron and muon colliders. Since we might nd s-channel structure in the like-sign muon collider from resonant doubly charged Higgs boson production, it will not only be the narrow shape of the dilepton that will tell the two e ects apart: recall that I 3 = 1 =2 is accessible only to incoming leptons of opposite helicities. The choice of incoming polarizations will then help us tell the di erence IF we see an e ect of promising structure in the total cross section as a function of dilepton mass.
MASSIVE MAJORANA NEUTRINOS
Lastly, I will mention a possibility that we h a ve m uch belabored in recent discussions of like-sign electron collisions 13,14 that there be TeV-level Majorana neutrinos beyond the reach of present detection in high-energy experiment o r n uclear neutrinoless double beta decay searches. The relevant production cross section for the electron-initiated process mediated by their exchange, Fig. 6a are de ned by the neutrino mixing matrix, U`N, and are quite probably generation dependent. There are experimental constraints on these from rare decay experiments.
Given that eq. 3 contains a strong energy dependence, there is plenty of motivation to run this search at the muon collider IF there is a like-sign version, and IF good polarization characteristics can be established. The mechanism at the root of this calculation assumes the existence of at least two N M neutrinos of large mass: it is thinkable that the relevant mixing matrix element is larger for the heavier N M and the muon, so that, beyond the reach of the NLC, an independent search for the Majorana particle that makes the process , L , L ! W , W , 4 possible, is all the more indicated. We h a ve stressed before that an investigation of this scenario in the electron collider case must be a major motivation for the realization of its like-sign option: it may w ell be the vital link in solving the Standard Model riddle of approximately massless light" neutrinos and of the appropriate eld-theoretical de nition of the neutrino Dirac vs. Majorana. The muon collider can signi cantly add to the promise of this investigation.
CONCLUSION
The scenario of physics motivations for the like-sign versions of the muon collider has a number of persuasive features, as we showed. Additional cogent arguments can be made on several grounds: We mentioned a potential strongly interacting W L sector, compositeness studies in M ller scattering, and should add leptoquark searches where, again, certain exotic features and generation-dependent couplings set the present c hannel apart. Trilinear and quartic gauge couplings can be searched for non-standard features beyond the regime accessible to the electron collider.
In summary, the muon collider project would strongly su er if it did not include the eld opened up by the like-sign option: if technical solutions can be found for the optimization of luminosities up to high energies while not abandoning the ambition to come in with high degrees of polarization, the only added technical feature we need for the like-sign version is a second nal accelerator ring and an interaction region design that is compatible for all incoming charge states.
The broadening of the physics appeal certainly makes a cogent argument i n f a vor of including these features in a realistic design for the muon collider, as was rst argued in ref. 15 .
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